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The term melting pot was changed to salad bowl to reflect that immigrants from second and third generations would retain their heritage and resemble pieces in a mixed salad. Music, art and education reflected this movement to preserve heritage. God Bless America Source. While American citizens felt that immigrants contributed to American society with their diverse cultures, they also felt that assimilation was important. They felt that the constantly changing face of America was a positive force for the nation, but at the same time, unity in a common core was needed. I earlier commented on our Salad Bowl of ethnicities. I'm a little confused by the references to "immigrates" vs. "immigrants". Typo? The immigrant divide: how Cuban Americans chan Previous: Borderless borders: U.S. Latinos, Latin America... Your reading intentions are private to you and will not be shown to other users. What are reading intentions? Setting up reading intentions help you organise your course reading. It makes it easy to scan through your lists and keep track of progress. Here's an example of what they look like: Your reading intentions are also stored in your profile for future reference.